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Dedication

To my grandchildren Madison (4), Cadence (2), Charlie (2) and Buddy Miles (1). It’s never too late, or too soon, to start aging under the influence—of a REAL wellness lifestyle. Of course, by the time they can read this book, such patterns will be well established, thanks to their parents Sara and Josh, Jeanne and Steve, and Jon and Staci.

To my darling wife Carol, who reads and improves all my stuff. I am fortunate to be aging under the influence of a beautiful and athletic companion whose wellness lifestyle influences my own every day.

To Bob Ludlow, a former cycling buddy and lifelong friend who serves as an unofficial editor-in-chief and part-time director of my continuing education. He provides near-daily streams of articles, political cartoons, book recommendations and, best of all, personal commentaries on current events.

To Judd Allen, Rick Clark, Grant Donovan, Bill Hettler, Lenore Howe, Steve Jonas, Sandy Scott and Wendy Shore, all of whom made invaluable contributions to these tips and to the essays that appear daily at SeekWellness.com and in the weekly ARDELL WELLNESS REPORTS.

Finally, kudos to Carlene, Peg and Joy at Whole Person for skillful editing, patience, tolerance and skillful design.
REAL is used in this book as an acronym for three amazing lifestyle qualities. These qualities are key, in my view, to a life that is healthier, more enjoyable and ever so much more satisfying than what passes for “normal,” which is not very healthy, enjoyable or satisfying. The REAL qualities I offer are Reason, Exuberance And Liberty. These qualities are foundation elements in 69 tips for genuine, authentic and yes, REAL wellness!

The wellness concept is a powerful idea. It’s a term that has been widely used, but the best parts of the original wellness mindset or philosophy have been neglected. These elements include personal responsibility, critical thinking, the quest for added meaning and purpose, humor, play, happiness and emotional intelligence. Make no mistake—there is a lot more to REAL wellness than exercise and nutrition. All parts or skill areas of REAL wellness are addressed in the 69 tips. These tips will demonstrate that REAL wellness is not a product, a healing remedy, a medical service or anything else outside of oneself, but a way of life that you manage and direct. You can’t buy pills or treatments for REAL wellness—it’s a mindset and lifestyle you control. Therefore, let Reason, Exuberance And Liberty—REAL wellness, be your guide!

In these tips, you will find a lot of advice for aging well. The tips are based upon your willingness and ability to employ reason (evidence-based decision-making) in order to experience exuberance in daily life that in turn will enrich your enjoyment of maximum liberty (freedom and choice). That kind of wellness, gentle reader, is the genuine number, the real McCoy—it’s nothing less than REAL wellness. That’s the idea of this book. I’m confident you’ll find it so.
In short, this book applies the term wellness to personal responsibility, exercise and fitness, nutrition, stress management and meaning and purpose. It celebrates reason as critical thinking and exuberant aliveness, joy and pleasure in a context of maximum liberty, choice and freedom. And all this is just for starters. I don’t want to limit the use of the term! REAL wellness invites attention as well to sound relationships, resilience and much else that we associate with a high quality of life, not just related to aging—but in all stages of life.

Thirty years after the publication of my first book *High Level Wellness: An Alternative To Doctors, Drugs and Disease* (Rodale, 1977; Bantam, 1979; Ten Speed Press, 1987), this book about aging well represents a celebration of the wellness concept, at its best. REAL wellness represents the way I celebrate and communicate the concept. That is what I have intended with the 69 tips for aging under the influence of a healthy and satisfying lifestyle. I hope you enjoy and find these tips helpful in shaping your own aging process. After all, if you’re going to age anyway, why not do so along wellness lines? REAL wellness lines.
Introduction

Aging. Getting older, slowing down, the autumn years. Not something any of us would choose for the discounts, if we could stay 39 for another year or, better yet, half a dozen more decades. But, aging happens. We all do it, until the final curtain call. Signs and symptoms of aging creep into our awareness sometime around age 40. I myself am rumored to be approaching senior-hood. Just the other day, I thought I saw a sign of aging in my barely noticeable receding hairline. However, considering I’m only 69, I doubt anyone else noticed, yet. But I’m aware of it—and that’s what matters.

The question is—what of it? Should you struggle, resist, deny, and invest in repairs and restorations? Or, is it better to just give up and resign yourself to a gradual fade—into oblivion or Valhalla? Neither—this is a false dichotomy, a too-narrow choice. You can do something else. You can age under the influence—of a wellness lifestyle. Welcome to this, a guided tour of tips for aging healthfully and well with maximum life enjoyment along the way.

I’ve been pondering, experimenting and writing tips for “aging under the influence” (AUI) of a wellness lifestyle for many years. For this book, I condensed decades of wellness advice-giving into 69 distinct tidbits of guidance for intelligently designing your own evolution. Yes, you can organize your thinking and behavior to evolve into the all-around fittest you possible.

I selected 69 suggestions for AUI based upon the idea that I ought to have one tip for each year of my existence. I hope you find many of these tips highly useful, as well as interesting and provocative.

Feel free to write me with additional tips, if you think of any. They could be helpful if I get much older.
Objectives

If you plan to age, you will enjoy the later years more if you AUI of a wellness lifestyle. Doing so will enable the best possible health, the highest available energy levels, the greatest obtainable degree of physical mobility and the fullest mental capacities. Furthermore, from the perspective of non-positive but still important payoffs, AUI should prove highly beneficial because you will minimize the downside risks or disabilities of aging. AUI of a wellness lifestyle will save money (e.g., you won’t need as many medications and medical interventions as your peers), minimize pain (fewer illnesses and failed parts) and maybe you will last longer—no guarantees, as random chance plays a big role in longevity. However, you will at least boost your odds of a longer life. But the best reason is pure pleasure—you will enjoy yourself more the remaining days of your life. These should be viewed as the true wonder years, the best of all your times.

Thus there are both attractive objectives of a positive (enjoyable) and negative (avoidance) nature that favor devoting serious attention to these 69 tips for AUI. Make a conscious choice to do so—and thereby make the latter decades as fulfilling and delightful as possible.

Caveats

The tips are designed to stimulate your creative adaptations, not as blueprints. That should be obvious but you never know—some folks take everything way too seriously. Not all tips will work for everyone—that’s why there are so many! If just one tips changes your life in a significant way, this book will be great value. Some tips may seem like terrible ideas to some readers (e.g., see tip # 11—definitely
not for everybody). Of course, all the tips make sense to me. You may find some of them a little “out there” or maybe too timid—tastes are widely different. In any event, the tips are consistent with my experiences. Each one seems just the thing for AUI, but it’s best that you interpret all of them to suit your style, tastes and peculiar inclinations.

And one more thing—don’t worry; there are no tips that I myself do not follow. These are tested by my experience as a wellness enthusiast nearly all of my adult years. They are also based, to the extent possible, on science and reason! I have not “channeled” these tips from any 16th century mystics (e.g., Nostradamus), nor have any been delivered on a space ship—just for me. Nor are other amazing revelations at play here. The focus on science and reason is vital in health-related works and everything else, in my opinion. Therefore, I made every effort to ensure that the tips are consistent with studies—and referenced the studies and other sources for your perusal. It’s true—I made up the tips themselves, but I had a lot of help from many bright people who know how aging works from studying the phenomenon over many years in controlled ways.

I have not included any aging tips I find personally unattractive, even if some experts think they could add a few years to your life. An example is calorie restriction. There is no tip in this book to the effect that you should starve yourself in order to live longer. If doing so were a sure thing for added years (highly unlikely), I still would not recommend it. Don’t look for any really bizarre life extension notions in these tips, such as inhaling virgins’ breath, eating gold or implanting monkey glands. I’m guessing you are quite relieved to know that.
On that parting introductory note, here are my 69 tips. Let’s get started. Enjoy.
The Tips

1 Real Wellness ................................................. 15
   Insist upon reality-based health promotion

2 Longevity and Aging ....................................... 18
   Don’t make a big deal about getting older

3 A Discovery Process ....................................... 21
   Pace yourself in learning about wellness

4 Understanding the Aging Brain ............................ 23
   Learn as much as you can about your own CPU

5 Nutrition—the Heart of the Matter ...................... 26
   Adopt two simple nutritional goals and work to realize both

6 Panic Not Required ......................................... 28
   Expect changes, some of which won’t be pleasant

7 Just Say No .................................................. 30
   Don’t allow doctors or drug ads to medicalize every change

8 Looking for Love ............................................ 33
   None of us outgrows the need for affection

9 The Right Perspective ...................................... 35
   Perspective is nearly everything, so set the standard
   and show the way

10 An Anti-Aging Elixir ....................................... 36
    Exercise is as good as it gets, so do it vigorously, every day

11 All Good Things Must End, In Time ................... 38
    Plan your own departure from this world

12 Evolution Is Personal ..................................... 40
    Consider this self-evident but disagreeable axiom—
    you can’t be a kid forever

13 The Gift of Reason ......................................... 43
    Give your grandchildren a sense of wonder
    and respect for nature, science, and reason

14 Take Charge ................................................ 48
    Embrace responsibility for what goes well or poorly

15 Understand Longevity .................................... 51
    Take precautions—you might last much longer
    than you would have imagined

16 Have fun, Stay Busy ...................................... 53
    Enjoy as much dessert (play) as possible, without delays

17 Speak Up, Make a Fuss ................................... 55
    Don’t be shy—you can get away with a lot the older you are

18 Medical Breakthroughs? Maybe .......................... 57
    Curb your enthusiasm—the latest study findings
    are nothing to get excited about

19 Learning—A Key to Longevity ......................... 59
    Get more education, whatever your age
20 Dogs, People, Drugs, and Exercise ......................... 62
Look on the light side of life and aging
and learn a new trick or two

21 A High Payoff Virtue ........................................... 64
Put a little effort into increasing your tolerance level

22 Living Longer Versus Living Well ................................. 67
Don’t give up everything you enjoy
in hopes of living a little longer

23 Staying Centered and Balanced ................................. 69
Minimize negative stresses as much as possible

24 Being Polite .......................................................... 73
Use etiquette, courtesy, and good manners
in an artful manner for your enjoyment, as a service
to others, and because it’s good for you

25 Dealing with Characters ........................................... 74
Learn to manage irascible, vexatious, and cranky seniors

26 Passions .............................................................. 80
Nourish them by looking for something to do
every day that affirms your “zest for life”

27 More to Happiness Than Meets the Eye ...................... 83
Become something of an expert on the science of happiness

28 Exercising Critical Faculties .................................... 85
Develop and use reason by practicing good thinking skills

29 Healthy Cities ......................................................... 90
Consider living in an environment that facilitates living well

30 Ethical Scenarios ..................................................... 94
Think about how your current values might
come into play under extreme situations

31 Uncovering the Real You ......................................... 96
Cast off your burkas

32 What Would Your Exemplar Do? ............................... 101
Consider a hero or two

33 A Positive Spin on Grim Warnings ............................. 103
Reinterpret droll, negative health messages

34 To Be or Not To Be—a Volunteer ............................... 107
Other things being the same, it’s usually best
if they pay you for it

35 Advances and Setbacks ........................................... 110
Think about the nature of success and failure,
specially yours

36 Medicinal Hazards .................................................. 114
Just say, “No, thank you” as often as possible
to drug-taking opportunities
37 Fun Overdoses ............................................. 116
Take humor “supplements” to mitigate joint aches and pains—and for other benefits, as well

38 Resolutions Taken Seriously .............................. 118
Make no resolutions for the coming New Year—resolutions are too important for that!

39 Seizing the Occasion ...................................... 120
Make the most of every day—and go into positive action during the occasional crisis or challenge

40 Adaptations for Staying Fit ............................... 122
The need for fitness does not change with age, but how to sustain it does

41 Artful Living ................................................ 124
If you insist on getting older, do it with panache, verve, style, and perspective

42 Financial Wellness ......................................... 126
Find alternative sources of income, so as not to depend on social security

43 Celebrities, Self-Esteem, and Mental Health .......... 129
No, I don’t want your autograph

44 Weight Loss ............................................... 133
When they invent a weight loss pill, give it a pass—unless it’s a DUI pill

45 Kindness ..................................................... 135
Practice a little kindness every chance you get—and not just of a random nature

46 Modeling ..................................................... 138
Examine your doctor before you allow him or her to examine you

47 Serenity ..................................................... 140
Go out of your way to experience more peace and happiness

48 A Wellness Slogan ......................................... 143
Consider adopting a really nifty motto

49 Going Forward Without Falling Back ................. 145
Don’t sabotage your best efforts to AUI of a wellness lifestyle with pernicious missteps

50 The Good Life ............................................. 148
It’s never too late to discover, provided you’re breathing

51 Chocolate and Wishful Thinking ....................... 150
If you really want something, enjoy it now and then

52 Superstition ................................................ 153
Do your part to combat irrationality
53 **Lower Expectations—for Cures** ............................................. 156
   Forget about magic bullets or other quick fixes
   for what ails you

54 **Prepare for, Participate in, and Finish a Triathlon** .......... 159
   —and learn about managing change in the process

55 **Sex Is Wonderful** ................................................................. 164
   It's way too late to be shy about exploring and,
   better yet, expressing your sexuality

56 **A Tax Credit for Fit Seniors** .............................................. 168
   There can never be too many incentives for AUI

57 **Distrust and Verify** ............................................................ 171
   Assume all amazing stories, warnings, rumors,
   and revelations are urban legends unless your
   investigation suggests otherwise!

58 **Stability, Agility, and Balance** ......................................... 174
   Falling down is not good for you, so take steps to prevent it

59 **Humor Is Powerful Stuff—It Goes Well**
   **with Almost Every Occasion** ............................................... 176
   Always look on the light side of life

60 **Charity—Not So Simple to Manage** ............................... 179
   If you are not a bazillionaire, be rational and a bit
   tight-fisted about giving away your money

61 **Andropause and Anti-Aging Medicine** .......................... 182
   Are middle age and old age medical conditions?

62 **Adversity and Resilience** ................................................. 187
   Resolve to regroup and return, stronger than ever

63 **The Reality of “I can’t do it”** ........................................... 189
   It won’t be easy, but do it anyway

64 **To Be or Not To Be—A Subject of Medical Tests** .......... 192
   Make sure you clearly need a given test or screening

65 **Doubt Is a Virtue** ............................................................... 196
   In this and other mostly free countries, you have
   a right to doubt—exercise it

66 **A Positive Spin** ................................................................. 199
   Don’t just look on the bright side—talk about it

67 **Thinking Well, Not Wishfully** ...................................... 203
   Never read anything into a coincidence

68 **Heroic Acts** ................................................................. 206
   Organize and plan something seen as extraordinary

69 **The Meaning of Life** ....................................................... 208
   Think about life’s persistent questions, but don’t expect
   absolute answers others will flock to adopt